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ABSTRACT 
 A structural-acoustic design optimization of a vehicle is 
presented using finite element and boundary element analyses. 
The steady-state dynamic behavior of the vehicle is calculated 
from the finite element frequency response analysis, while the 
sound pressure level within the acoustic cavity is calculated 
using the boundary element analysis. A reverse solution 
procedure is employed for the design sensitivity calculation 
using the adjoint variable method. An adjoint load is obtained 
from the acoustic boundary element re-analysis, while the 
adjoint solution is calculated from the structural dynamic re-
analysis. The evaluation of pressure sensitivity only involves a 
numerical integration process for the structural part. Two design 
optimization problems are formulated and solved. It has been 
shown that the structural weight is saved when the noise level is 
maintained, and the weight needs to increase in order to reduce 
the noise level in the passenger compartment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 The design of a comfortable vehicle increasingly draws 
attention to engineers according to the customer’s preference. 
Especially, the structural-acoustic performance of a commercial 
vehicle becomes an important issue in the design process. The 
purpose of this paper is to show the feasibility of design 
optimization in order to minimize the vehicle’s weight subjected 
to the structural-acoustic constraints. To arrive at this goal, the 
following tools are required: (1) an accurate and efficient 
numerical method to evaluate the structural-acoustic perfor-
mance, (2) an accurate and efficient design sensitivity analysis 
method to calculate the gradient information, (3) constrained, 

nonlinear design optimization algorithm, and (4) integrated 
design environment in which a design engineer can efficiently 
work throughout multidisciplinary environment. In this paper, 
an example of these four important requirements is presented. 
 Many numerical methods have been developed to simulate 
the structural-acoustic performance of a commercial vehicle. 
The finite element method [1], the boundary element method [2], 
the statistical energy analysis [3,4], and the energy flow analysis 
[5,6,7] are a short list of developed tools. Different tools must be 
used based on the design interest. For example, the finite 
element and boundary element methods can be used for the 
simulation in the low-frequency ranges, while the statistical 
energy analysis and energy flow analysis can be used for the 
high-frequency ranges. In this paper, former methods are 
employed to simulate the vehicle’s structural-acoustic 
performance between 1–100 Hz frequency ranges. A commercial 
finite element code MSC/NASTRAN [8] is used to simulate the 
frequency response of a vehicle structure, while a boundary 
element code COMET/ACOUSTICS [9] is used to calculate the 
sound pressure level in the cabin compartment based on the 
velocity information obtained from the finite element code. Such 
a simulation procedure is sequential and uncoupled because the 
vibration effect of the air does not contribute to the structural 
behavior. 
 Design sensitivity analysis (DSA) calculates the gradient 
information of the structural-acoustic performance with respect 
to the design variables, which is the panel thickness of the 
vehicle. Many research results [10–18] have been published in 
DSA of structural-acoustic problems using the finite element 
and boundary element methods. While the direct differentiation 
method in DSA follows the same solution process as the 
response analysis, the adjoint variable method follows a reverse 
process. One of the challenges of the adjoint variable method in 
sequential DSA is how to effectively and practically formulate 
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this reverse process. The opposite solution procedure in the 
adjoint problem causes a significant amount of inconvenience 
and ineffectiveness in DSA. To overcome these difficulties, a 
sequential adjoint variable method developed by Kim et al. [19] 
is used in which the adjoint load is obtained from boundary 
element re-analysis, and the adjoint variable is calculated from 
structural dynamic re-analysis. 
 The importance of the integrated design environment 
increases as many disciplines are link together during design 
procedure. Finite element analysis, boundary element analysis, 
design parameterization, design sensitivity analysis, design 
optimization algorithms are needed to be integrated in the 
design optimization of the structural-acoustic problems. The 
Design sensitivity analysis and optimization tool (DSO) [20] 
developed at the Center for Computer-Aided Design in 
University of Iowa is used as an integrated design environment 
in this paper. Graphic User Interface is provided for design 
engineer can perform design parameterization, structural-
acoustic analysis, design sensitivity analysis, and design 
optimization. 
 The proposed sequential structural-acoustic simulation and 
design sensitivity analysis using adjoint variable method are 
applied to the optimization of a next generation concept vehicle 
model, by which the vehicle weight is minimized while the 
sound pressure level is constrained. Two design optimization 
problems are formulated and solved. It has been shown that the 
structural weight is saved when the noise level is maintained, 
and the weight need to increase in order to reduce the noise level 
in the passenger compartment. 

2. STRUCTURAL-ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS 

2.1 Frequency Response Analysis 
 The steady-state response of a structure under harmonic 
load f(x) with frequency ω can be written as 

2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), Sj C Lω ρ ω− + + = ∈Ωz x z x z x f x x  (1) 

where ΩS is the structure’s domain, z(x) is the complex displace-
ment, L(x) is the linear partial differential operator, ρ(x) is the 
structural mass density, and C(x) is the viscous damping effect. 
 The variational formulation of Eq. (1) is similar to a static 
problem. However, since the complex variable z(x) is used for 
the state variable, the complex conjugate *z  is used for the 
displacement variation. By multiplying Eq. (1) with *z  and 
integrating it over the domain ΩS, the variational equation can 
be derived after integration by parts for the differential operator 
L as 
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where *z  is the complex conjugate of the kinematically 
admissible virtual displacement z , and Z is the complex space 
of kinematically admissible virtual displacements. Equation (2) 

provides the variational equation of the dynamic frequency 
response under an oscillating excitation with frequency ω. For 
derivational convenience, the following terms are defined: 
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where du(•,•) is the kinetic sesqui-linear form, cu(•,•) is the 
damping sesqui-linear form, au(•,•) is the structural sesqui-linear 
form, and �u(•) is the load semi-linear form. The definitions of 

the sesqui-linear and semi-linear forms can be found in Horvath 
[21]. 
 Since the structure-induced pressure within the acoustic 
domain is related to the velocity response, it is convenient to 
transfer displacement to velocity using the following relation: 

v(x) = jωz(x) (7) 

 By using Eqs. (2)−(7), the variational equation of the 
frequency response problem can be obtained as 

1
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 The structural damping, a variant of viscous damping, is 
caused either by internal material friction or by the connection 
between structural components. It has been experimentally 
observed that for each cycle of vibration the dissipated energy of 
the material is proportional to displacement [22]. When the 
damping coefficient is small as in the case of structures, 
damping is primarily effective at those frequencies close to the 
resonance. The variational equation with the structural damping 
effect is  

( , ) ( , ) ( ),j d a Zω κ+ = ∀ ∈u u uv z v z z z�  (9) 

where κ=(1+jφ)/jω, and φ is the structural damping coefficient.  
 After the structure is approximated using finite elements, 
and kinematic boundary conditions are applied, the following 
system of matrix equations is obtained: 

[jωM + κK]{v(ω)} = {f(ω)} (10) 

where [M] is the mass matrix and [K] is the stiffness matrix. 

2.2 Acoustic Boundary Element Method 
 From the structure’s velocity result, the boundary element 
method is used to evaluate pressure response in an acoustic 
domain. In the simplified forms, the boundary integral equation 
of the acoustic problem can be written as 

b(x0;v) + e(x0;pS) = αp(x0) (11) 

where b(x0;•) and e(x0;•) are linear integral forms that 
correspond to the contributions from surface velocity and surface 
pressure. The constant α is equal to 1 for x0 inside the acoustic 
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volume, 0.5 for x0 on a smooth boundary surface, and 0 for x0 
outside the acoustic volume. Note that Eq. (11) can provide a 
solution for both radiation and interior acoustic problems. Note 
that unlike the structural forms in Eqs. (3)−(6), these integral 
forms are independent of the sizing design variable; thus no 
subscribed u is used in their definitions. 
 The boundary element method has two steps: first 
evaluating the pressure variable on the acoustic boundary using 
the structural velocity, and then calculating the pressure variable 
within the acoustic domain using the boundary pressure 
information. Let the acoustic boundary S be approximated by N 
number of nodes. If observation point x0 is positioned at every 
node, then the following linear system of equations is obtained: 

[A]{pS} = [B]{v} (12) 

where {pS}={p1,p2,…,pN}T is the nodal pressure vector, {v} is 
the 3N×1 velocity vector, [A] is the N×N coefficient matrix, and 
[B] is the N×3N coefficient matrix. Note that these vectors and 
matrices are all complex variables. The process of computing 
the boundary pressure {pS} assumes domain discretization, and 
the condition in Eq. (11) is imposed in every node. However, for 
the purposes of DSA, let us consider a continuous counterpart to 
Eq. (12), defined as 

A(pS) = B(v)  (13) 

where the integral forms A(•) and B(•) correspond to the 
matrices [A] and [B] in Eq. (12), respectively. The boundary 
pressure can then be calculated from pS = A−1

◦B(v). 
 Once {pS} has been computed, Eq. (11) can be used to 
compute the acoustic pressure at any point x0 within the acoustic 
domain in the form of a vector equation as 

p(x0) = {b(x0)}
T{v} + {e(x0)}

T{pS}  (14) 

where {b(x0)} and {e(x0)} are the column vectors that 
correspond to the left-hand side of the boundary integral Eq.  
(11). 
 In the sizing design problem, in which panel thickness is a 
design variable, integral forms b(x0;•) and e(x0;•) in Eq. (11) are 
independent of the design variable. Only implicit dependence on 
the design exists through the state variable v and p, which will 
be developed in the following section. However, in the shape 
design problem, the acoustic domain changes according to the 
structural domain change, which is a design variable. Thus, 
integral forms b(x0;•) and e(x0;•) depend on the design. 

3. DESIGN SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 The purpose of design sensitivity analysis (DSA) is to 
compute the dependency of performance measures on the 
design. In this study, only sizing design is considered, such as 
the thickness of a plate and the cross-sectional dimension of a 
beam. 

3.1 Direct Differentiation Method 
 A direct differentiation method computes the variation of 
state variables by differentiating the state Eqs. (9) and (11) with 

respect to the design. Let us first consider the structural part, 
i.e., the frequency response analysis in Eq. (9). The forms that 
appear in Eq. (9) explicitly depend on the design, and their 
variations are defined as 
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where v�  denotes state variable v with the dependence on τ being 
suppressed, and z  and its complex conjugate are independent of 
the design. The detailed expressions of ( , )dδ′u i i

, ( , )aδ′ u i i
, and 

( )δ′ u� i  can be found in Kim et al. [19]. 

 Thus, by taking a variation of both sides of Eq. (9) with 
respect to the design, and by moving terms explicitly dependent 
on the design to the right side, the following sensitivity equation 
can be obtained: 
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Presuming that the velocity v is given as a solution to Eq. (9), 
Eq. (18) is a variational equation, with the same sesqui-linear 
forms for displacement variation v′. Note that the stiffness 
matrices corresponding to Eqs. (9) and (18) are the same, and 
that the right side of Eq. (18) can be considered a fictitious load 
term. If a design perturbation δu is defined, and if the right side 
of Eq. (18) is evaluated with the solution of Eq. (9), then Eq. 
(18) can be numerically solved to obtain v′ using the finite 
element method. By interpreting the right side of Eq. (18) as 
another load form, Eq. (18) can be solved by using the same 
solution process as the frequency response problem in Eq. (9). 
 Now the acoustic aspect will be considered, which is 
represented by the boundary integral Eq. (11). A direct 
differentiation of Eq. (11) yields the following sensitivity 
equation: 

0 0 0( ; ) ( ; ) ( )Sb e p pα′ ′ ′+ =x v x x  (19) 

Since integral forms b(x0; •) and e(x0; •) are independent of the 
design, the above equation has exactly the same form as Eq. (11)
. Thus, using the solution (v′) of the structural sensitivity Eq. 
(18), Eq. (19) can be used by following the same solution 
process as BEM, to obtain the pressure sensitivity result. Thus, 
like Eq. (12), the following matrix equation has to be solved in 
the discrete system: 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ }S′ ′=A p B v  (20) 

Then, like Eq. (14), the pressure sensitivity at point x0 can be 
obtained from 

0 0 0( ) { ( )} { } { ( )} { }T T
Sp′ ′ ′= +x b x v e x p  (21) 
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This sensitivity calculation process is the same as the BEM 
solution process described from Eq. (12) to Eq. (14). 
 Consider a performance measure that is defined at point x0 
within the acoustic domain as 

( )0 0( ) ( ),h pψ =x x u  (22) 

where the function h(p,u) is assumed to be continuously 
differentiable with respect to its arguments. The variation of the 
performance measure with respect to the design variable 
becomes 
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where the expression of h,p=∂h/∂p and h,u=∂h/∂u are known 
from the definition of the function h. Thus, from the solution to 
the acoustic design sensitivity Eq. (19), the sensitivity of ψ can 
readily be calculated. However, the calculation of p′ also 
requires the solution to the structural sensitivity Eq. (18). 

3.2 Adjoint Variable Method 
 Since the number of design variables is larger than the 
number of active constraints in many optimization problems, the 
adjoint variable method is attractive. However, the adjoint 
variable method is known to be limited to a symmetric operator 
problem. In this section, the adjoint variable method is further 
extended to non-symmetric complex operator problems. Since 
the adjoint variable method is directly related to the performance 
measure, structural and acoustic performance measures are 
treated separately. In case of an acoustic performance measure, a 
sequential adjoint variable method is introduced. 
 Acoustic performance ψ in Eq. (22) is defined at point x0, 
and its sensitivity expression in Eq. (23) contains p′, which has 
to be explicitly expressed in terms of δu. The objective is to 
express p′ in terms of v′ such that the adjoint problem defined in 
the previous section can be used. By substituting the relation in 
Eq. (19) into the sensitivity expression of Eq. (23), and by using 
the relation in Eq. (13), we obtain 
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In Eq. (24), α=1 is used since x0 is the interior point. Thus, ψ′  

is expressed in terms of v′. The second term on the right side of 
the above equation can be used to define the adjoint load by 
substituting λ  for v′. Hence, the following form of the adjoint 
problem is obtained: 
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where an adjoint solution λ* is desired. After calculating λ*, the 
sensitivity of ψ can be obtained as 

, ( ) ( , ) ( , )h j d aδ δ δψ δ ω κ′ ′ ′ ′= + − −�u u u uu λ v λ v λ  (26) 

It is interesting to note that even if ψ is a function of pressure p, 
its sensitivity expression in Eq. (26) does not require the value 
of p; only the structural solution v and the adjoint solution λ* are 
required in the calculation of ψ′ . 

 Consider a discrete form of the adjoint load. Equation (25) 
can be written in the discrete system as 

[jωM + κK]{λ*} = {b} + [B]T[A]−T{e} (27) 

where the right side corresponds to the adjoint load in the 
discrete system. Instead of computing the inverse matrix, let us 
define an acoustic adjoint problem in BEM as 

[A]T{η} = {e} (28) 

where the acoustic adjoint solution {η} is desired. Even though 
the coefficient matrix [A] is not symmetric, the adjoint Eq. (28) 
can still use the factorized matrix of the boundary element Eq. 
(12). By substituting {η} into Eq. (27), we obtain the structural 
adjoint problem as 

[jωM + κK]{λ*} = {b} + [B]T{η} (29) 

Note that the acoustic adjoint solution {η}, which is obtained 
from BEM, is required to compute the structural adjoint load, 
and frequency response re-analysis then provides the structural 
adjoint solution {λ*}. Thus, two different adjoint problems are 
defined: the first is similar to BEM, and is used to compute the 
adjoint load, while the second is similar to the structural 
frequency-response problem. 

3.3 Numerical Methods 
 A structural-acoustic system is solved using both finite 
element and the boundary element methods. The variational 
equation of the harmonic motion of a continuum model, Eq. (9), 
can be reduced to a set of linear algebraic equations by 
discretizing the model into elements and by introducing shape 
functions and nodal variables for each element. It is assumed 
that the structural finite element and the acoustic boundary 
element meshes match at their interfaces. Acoustic pressure p(x) 
and structural velocity v(x) are approximated using shape 
functions and nodal variables for each element in the discretized 
model as 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

e
s

e
ap

= 


= 

v x N x v

x N x p
 (30) 

where Ns(x) and Na(x) are matrices of shape functions for 
velocity and pressure, respectively, and ve and pe are the element 
nodal variable vectors. Substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (9) and 
carrying out integration yields the same matrix equation as Eq. 
(10), rewritten here 

[jωM + κK]{v(ω)} = {f(ω)} (31) 

After obtaining the structural velocity, BEM is used to evaluate 
the pressure response on the boundary, as well as within the 
acoustic domain, as explained in Section 2.2. 
 Part of Figure 1 shows the computational procedure for the 
adjoint variable method with a structural FEA and an acoustic 
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BEA code. Even if FEM and BEM are used to evaluate the 
acoustic performance measure, only structural response v is 
required to perform design sensitivity analysis. The adjoint load 
is calculated from the transposed boundary element analysis, 
and the adjoint equations are then numerically solved using the 
FEA code with the same finite element model used for the 
original structural analysis. 
 Numerical solutions are used to compute the design 
sensitivity, and the integration of the design sensitivity expres-
sions in Eq. (26) can be evaluated using a numerical integration 
method, such as the Gauss quadrature method [1]. The 
integrands are functions of the state variable, the adjoint 
variable, and gradients of both variables, as illustrated in Eq. 
(26). 

4. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
 For structural-acoustic problem, the sequential FEM-BEM 
analysis calculates the performance measure (noise and 
vibration), and the adjoint variable method for DSA calculates 
the sensitivity of the performance measure. These information 
are utilized by the optimization program to search for the 
optimum design. 

4.1 Optimization Procedure for a Sequential 
Structural-Acoustic Problem 
 Gradient-based optimization algorithms are commonly used 
in engineering design and optimization. The performance 
measure and its sensitivity are required for the gradient-based 
optimization process. Figure 1 shows the computational 
procedure for the optimization of sequential structural-acoustic 
problem using gradient-based optimization algorithms. Once 
design variable, cost function and design constraint are defined, 
the proposed FEM-BEM sequential analysis and adjoint variable 
DSA method are employed to compute the performance measure 
and its sensitivity, which will be input to the optimization to 
search for the optimum design. The whole process will loop 
until an optimum design is achieved.  
 

Structural Modeling
Design Parameterization

Structural FEA
[jωM + κK]{v(ω)} = {f(ω)}

Acoustic BEA
[A]{pS} = [B]{v}

p = {b}T{v} + {e}T{pS}

Acoustic Adjoint Problem (BEM)
[A]T{η} = {e}

Structural Adjoint Problem (FEM)
[jωM + κK]{λ*} = {b}+[B]T{η}

Sensitivity Computation

( , ) ( )

( , ) ( , )j d a
δ

δ δ

ψ
ω κ

′ ′=
′ ′− −

u

u u

v λ λ

v λ v λ

�

Optimization
Program

End

Optimized

Update Design

Not optimized

 
Figure 1. Computational Procedure of FEM-BEM Optimization 
 

4.2 Numerical Example—NVH Optimization of a 
Vehicle 
 One of important applications of the proposed method is 
structure-borne noise reduction of the commercial vehicle. 
Figure 2 shows concept design finite element and boundary 
element models of a next generation hydraulic hybrid vehicle  
[19]. In addition to power-train vibration and wheel/terrain 
interaction, a hydraulic pump is a source of vibration, 
considered as a harmonic excitation. Because of this additional 
source of excitation, vibration and noise is more significant than 
that with a conventional power train. The object of the design 
optimization is to minimize the vehicle weight as well as 
keeping the lowest noise and vibration level at the driver’s 
position.  
 From the power train analysis and rigid-body dynamic 
analysis, the harmonic excitations at twelve locations are 
obtained. Frequency response analysis is carried out on the 
structural FE model using MSC/NASTRAN to obtain the 
velocity response, which correspond to the structure’s natural 
frequencies below 100 Hz. COMET/Acoustic [9] is employed as 
the BEA code to obtain the acoustic pressure performance on the 
acoustic BEA model which is also shown in Figure 2. Once the 
acoustic performance measure and sensitivity information are 
both obtained according to the procedure illustrated in Figure 1, 
DOT (Design Optimization Tool) [20] is applied as the 
optimization program and sequential quadratic programming 
algorithm is used to search for the optimum design. 
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Figure 2. Vehicle Structure FE Model and Acoustic BE Model of 
the Cabin Part 

4.2.1 FEM-BEM Analysis and Design Sensitivity Analysis 
of the Vehicle Model 
 The sequential FEM-BEM analysis is performed on the 
vehicle FEA and BEA models. In this example, the noise level 
of the passenger compartment is chosen as the performance 
measure, and vehicle panel thicknesses are chosen as design 
variables. The sound pressure levels at the driver’s ear position 
is obtained and shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Sound Pressure Levels at Driver’s Ear Position 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Pressure 
(kg/mm·sec2) 

Phase Angle  
(Degree) 

47.3 0.64275E−04  66.915 
59.5 0.35889E−03 328.99 
75.9 0.66052E−04 193.91 
81.8 0.41081E−03 264.21 
86.0 0.21629E−03 176.18 
90.5 0.43862E−03 171.44 
94.0 0.75627E−02 178.30 
98.7 0.22676E−03 226.07 

 
 Since the sound pressure level at 94.0 Hz is significantly 
higher than those at other frequencies, design modification will 
be carried out mainly around that frequency. Figure 3 shows the 
sound pressure level inside the cabin compartment. The sound 
pressure level at the driver’s ear position is 74.58 dB.  
 Forty design variables are selected in this example. First, 
the acoustic adjoint problem in Eq. (28) is solved, and the 
structural adjoint problem of Eq. (29) is then solved to obtain 
the adjoint response λ*. Using velocity response v and adjoint 
response λ*, the numerical integration process calculates the 
sensitivity results for each structural panel, as shown in Table 2. 
The sensitivity contribution from each panel is normalized in 
order to show the relative magnitude of design sensitivity. The 
results show that a thickness change in the chassis component 
has the greatest potential for achieving a reduction in sound 
pressure levels. Since the numerical integration process is 
carried out on each finite element, the element sensitivity 
information can be calculated without any additional effort. 
Figure 4 plots the sensitivity contribution of the each element to 

the sound pressure level. Such graphic-based sensitivity 
information is very helpful for the design engineer to determine 
the direction of the design modification. 
 

 
Figure 3. Sound Pressure Plot at Driver’s Position (Max:77.8 
dB) 
 

 
Figure 4. Element Design Sensitivity Plot w.r.t. Panel Thickness 
 
Table 2. Normalized Sound Pressure Sensitivity w.r.t. Panel 
Thickness 

Component Sensitivity Component Sensitivity 
Chassis −1.0 Chassis MTG −0.11 

Left wheelhouse −0.82 Chassis connectors −0.10 
Right door   0.73 Right fender −0.07 

Cabin −0.35 Left door −0.06 
Right wheelhouse −0.25 Bumper −0.03 

Bed −0.19 Rear glass   0.03 
 

4.2.2 Optimization of the Vehicle Model—Case 1 
 The first design problem is to find whether the vehicle 
weight can be reduced while maintaining the noise level in the 
driver’s ear position with the initial vehicle. Therefore, the 
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weight (mass) of the vehicle is chosen as the objective function, 
and the sound pressure level in the driver’s ear position is 
chosen as a design constraint. The maximum value of the sound 
pressure 74.58 dB in the initial design is used for the constraint 
boundary. 
 Although, the maximum sound pressure appears at 94 Hz in 
the initial design, the frequency that has the maximum pressure 
may shift during design process because of design change. 
However, it is difficult to constrain all continuous frequency 
ranges. Thus, a fixed set of discrete frequencies is chosen in 
order to evaluate sound pressure level. Since five resonant 
frequencies exist between frequency 80 and 100 Hz as shown in 
Table 1, a total of eleven equally distributed frequencies between 
80 and 100 Hz are chosen to evaluate the sound pressure level 
during design optimization. 
 Although forty design variables are used to calculate design 
sensitivity information, ten design variables are allowed to 
change during design optimization because some of panel 
thicknesses are difficult to change for design purposes and some 
of them are related to the vehicle’s performance. Ten design 
variables are panel thicknesses of Chassis, Fender-Left, Fender-
Right, Wheelhouse-Left, Wheelhouse-Right, Cabin, Door-Left, 
Door-Right, Chassis-Conn, and Chassis-MTG, which 
significantly contribute to the sound and vibration level inside 
the cabin and are easy to change for design purposes. 
Accordingly, the design optimization problem can be defined as 
 
Minimize Cost Function c(u) = mass 
Subject to Design Constraints gi = p(u, fi)–74.58 ≤ 0, i = 1,…, 
11 
        fi = 80, 82, …, 100 Hz 
Design Variables: u = [h1, h2, …, h10]

T 
 
 The design optimization procedure illustrated in Figure 5 is 
carried out. A seamless integration between FEM, BEM, 
sensitivity module, and optimization module are critical in 
automated design process. MSC/NASTRAN is used for finite 
element frequency response analysis, while COMET/Acoustic is 
used for the acoustic boundary element analysis. Design 
sensitivity information is calculated from design sensitivity and 
optimization tool (DSO). A sequential programming algorithm 
in the commercial optimization program DOT is used for design 
optimization. The design optimization problem is converged 
after nine iterations. A total of 27 response analyses and nine 
design sensitivity analyses have been used during design 
optimization. Table 3 compares the design variables between 
initial and optimum designs. All design variables are reduced to 
reach the optimum design because the design constraints in the 
initial design are feasible. 
 
Table 3. Optimum Design Result (Case 1) 

Design Variable Initial Design Optimum Design  
x1 (Chassis ) 3.137 2.51187 

x2 (Fender-Left) 0.8 0.666085 
x3 (Fender-Right) 0.8 0.667751 
x4 (Wheelhouse-Left) 0.696 0.650193 
x5 (Wheelhouse-Right) 0.696 0.556948 
x6 (Cabin) 2.5 2.0 
x7 (Door-Left) 1.24 0.992068 
x8 (Door-Right) 1.24 0.993665 
x9 (Chassis-Conn) 3.611 2.88888 
x10 (Chassis-MTG) 3.0 2.4 

 
Table 4. History of Cost Function and Constraint (Case 1) 

History Cost 
Function 
(Mass, ton) 

Design Constraint 
(dB) f = 94 Hz 

Initial Design 1.705834 74.580 
Iteration 1 1.659714 79.191 
Iteration 2 1.667589 75.693 
Iteration 3 1.681121 75.531 
Iteration 4 1.640682 68.900 
Iteration 5  1.639878 73.385 
Iteration 6  1.636071 74.484 
Iteration 7  1.628628 67.277 
Iteration 8 1.628073 74.568 
Iteration 9 (Optimum) 1.628072 74.579 
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Figure 5. Cost Function History (Case 1) 
 
 Table 4 and Figure 5 show the history of the cost function. 
The total mass of the vehicle decreases from 1,705.834 Kg to 
1,628.072 Kg, which reduces 77.762 Kg. The structural mass 
significantly decreases in the first iteration, which violates the 
noise level constraint. Thus, the next three iterations are used to 
recover the constraint violation. The structural mass is also 
noticeably decreases at the fourth iteration. At the optimum 
design, the noise and vibration maintains the same level as the 
initial design. 
 Figure 6 shows the sound pressure distribution inside the 
cabin compartment before and after optimization. Even if design 
variables are changed more than 20% from the initial design, 
the design optimization algorithm choose the layout of panel 
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thicknesses such that the sound pressure distribution in the 
cabin compartment is almost the same with the initial design. 
 The optimization results explain that the initial design is 
not an optimum in the NVH design point of view. Using the 
FEM-BEM analysis and the proposed adjoint variable DSA 
methods combined with the optimization program, it is proved 
that the total vehicle weight can be reduced, while the noise and 
vibration level still remain the same as the initial design.  
 
 

 
(a) Initial Design 
 

 
(b) Optimum Design 
Figure 6. Acoustic Pressure Distribution Inside Cabin 
 
 Figure 7 shows the change of the sound pressure level at 
driver’s ear position in the frequency range from 80 to 100 Hz 
during the optimization process. Although the noise distribution 
in this frequency range changes due to the design change, the 
peak noise level during the total frequency range will remain the 
same such that the design constraints will not be violated. Note 
that the frequency in which the maximum sound pressure 
appears does not change from 94 Hz. This is because 94 Hz is 
the acoustic natural frequency of the internal cabin. Since the 

panel thickness design does not change the cabin geometry, the 
acoustic natural frequency remains constant. 
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Figure 7. Design Constraints History in the Frequency Range 
between 80 and 100 Hz (Case 1) 

4.2.3 Optimization of the Vehicle Model—Case 2 
 The second optimization example is to minimize the vehicle 
weight while reducing the noise and vibration level inside the 
cabin compartment. Therefore, compared with the design 
optimization case 1, the difference is the limit value of the 
design constraints. In order to reduce the noise level, a new limit 
value 66 dB of the design constraint is chosen for the 
optimization problem at driver’s ear position, which indicates 
more than 60% decrease of noise level. The design variables and 
objection function will still be the same as Case 1. Thus, the 
design optimization problem is defined as 
 
Minimize Cost Function c(u) = mass 
Subject to Design Constraints gi = p(u, fi) – 66.0 ≤ 0, i = 1,…, 
11 
        fi = 80, 82, …, 100 Hz 
Design Variables: u = [h1, h2, …, h10]

T 
 
 In Case 2, the design optimization problem is converged in 
five iterations. Since the current design is infeasible, the 
optimization algorithm increases all design variables to satisfy 
constraint violation.  After the first iteration, the constraint 
violation is removed, and the optimization algorithm is 
converged within a feasible region to find the optimum design. 
Optimization results show that the design variables need to be 
increased to satisfy the design constraints. Table 5 compares the 
initial and optimum values of design variables. All ten panel 
thicknesses have been increased at the optimum design. 
 Table 6 and Figure 8 show the design history of the cost 
function, which increases from 1,705.834 Kg to 1,762.132 Kg, 
totally increasing 56.298 Kg. However, the noise and vibration 
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level of the vehicle significantly decrease compared to the initial 
design. 
 
Table 5. Optimum Design Result (Case 2) 

Design Variable Initial Design Optimum Design 
x1 (Chassis ) 3.137 3.63889 
x2 (Fender-Left) 0.8 0.944577 
x3 (Fender-Right) 0.8 0.944569 
x4 (Wheelhouse-Left) 0.696 0.822522 
x5 (Wheelhouse-Right) 0.696 0.822288 
x6 (Cabin) 2.5 2.8014 
x7 (Door-Left) 1.24 1.46084 
x8 (Door-Right) 1.24 1.46131 
x9 (Chassis -Conn) 3.611 4.24012 
x10 (Chassis -MTG) 3.0 3.53968 

 
Table 6. History of Cost Function and Constraint (Case 2) 

History Cost 
Function 
(Mass, ton) 

Design Constraint 
(dB) f = 94 Hz 

Initial Design 1.705834 74.58 
Iteration 1 1.780957 65.525 
Iteration 2 1.776322 65.252 
Iteration 3 1.762217 65.997 
Iteration 4 1.762132 66.006 
Iteration 5 (Optimum) 1.762132 66.006 
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Figure 8. Cost Function History (Case 2) 
 
 Figure 9 shows the sound pressure distribution inside the 
cabin compartment before and after optimization. Different from 
Case 1, the internal sound pressure distribution is quite different 
between initial and optimum designs. 
 Figure 10 shows the change of the sound pressure level at 
driver’s ear position in the frequency range from 80 to 100 Hz 
during the optimization process. Although the total vehicle 
weight increases, the noise distribution in the frequency range 
will decrease significantly due to the design change. 
 

 
(a) Initial Design 
 

 
(b) Optimum Design 
Figure 9. Acoustic Pressure Distribution Inside Cabin 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 Based on the assumption that acoustic behavior does not 
influence structural behavior, design sensitivity analysis and 
optimization of a sequential structural-acoustic problem is 
presented using FEM-BEM. In the adjoint variable method, a 
sequential adjoint problem is presented in which the adjoint load 
is calculated by solving a boundary adjoint problem and the 
adjoint solution is calculated from a structural adjoint problem. 
Design optimization based on the sequential FEM-BEM analysis 
and adjoint variable DSA method is carried out on a concept 
vehicle structure with satisfactory results. Depending on the 
design problem definition, different design optimization results 
are observed. 
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Figure 10. Design Constraints History in the Frequency Range 
between 80 and 100 Hz (Case 2) 
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